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On Two-Graphs of Ovoids in O2nC1.q/
ATHULA GUNAWARDENA
Moorhouse and Gunawardena [1] have shown that if the avoids in finite orthogonal spaces of type
O2nC1.q/, q odd, exist then their two-graphs are regular. In this note, we present a new geometrical
proof for the regularity of those two-graphs.
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We follow the notation and definitions in [1]. Let V D F2nC1, F D GF.q/. Assume q
is odd and select a quadratic form Q such that .V; Q/ is an O2nC1.q/ space. Let f be the
corresponding bilinear form (i.e. Q.x C y/ D Q.x/ C Q.y/ C f .x; y/ for all x; y 2 V ).
Henceforth we suppose that O is an ovoid in O2nC1.q/. Thus O consists of qn C 1 singular
points. We also assume that .−1/n is a nonsquare in F , where  is the discriminant of Q;
otherwise replace Q by Q where  2 F is a nonsquare. Let 1 be the set of all triples
fhui; hvi; hwig of points of O such that f .u; v/ f .v;w/ f .w; u/ is a nonsquare or a square
according to whether −1 is a square or nonsquare in F . Thus 1 is a two-graph with a point
set O [2]. In [1], the following theorem is proved by using a counting argument and is used
to show the nonexistence of ovoids in O2nC1.q/ when n  4. The new proof helps visualize
the geometry of ovoids if they exist.
THEOREM 1. The two-graph 1 is regular of degree 12 .qn−1 C 1/.q − 1/.
PROOF. Fix two vectors u and v such that hui, hvi are two distinct points of O. Let
S D fhwi 2 O j fhui; hvi; hwig 2 1g:
We need to show that jSj D 12 .qn−1 C 1/.q − 1/. Let ‘ D hu; vi. Thus ‘ is a hyperbolic line
and ‘ contains .q−1/ nonsingular points. Any nonsingular point in ‘ can be written as huCvi
for some nonzero scalar . Let hxi 2 O. Since f .x; u/ and f .x; v/ are not equal to zero,
there is a unique  such that hxi  hu C vi?. Assume hwi 2 S. Let γ be the nonzero scalar
such that hwi  huCγ vi?. Thus f .u; v/ f .v;w/ f .w; u/ D −γ f .u; v/ f .v;w/2. This implies
that γ f .u; v/ which is equal to Q.u C γ v/ is a nonsquare. Also hu C γ vi? has discriminant
.−1/nγ f .u; v/ for some nonsquare  2 F . Thus, hu C γ vi? is isometric to OC2n.q/. Since
the dimensions of the maximal totally singular subspaces of O2nC1.q/ and OC2n.q/ are equal
to n, huCγ vi?\O has qn−1C1 points (size of an ovoid in OC2n.q/). Since there are .q−1/=2
nonsquare points in ‘ and the number of points of O perpendicular to each nonsquare point is
qn−1 C 1, jSj D 12 .qn−1 C 1/.q − 1/. 2
Observe that the points of O which are perpendicular to the square points in ‘ lie in O−2n.q/
spaces. With hui and hvi, they form the triples in the complementary two-graph of 1 which
is regular of degree 12 .q
n−1 − 1/.q C 1/.
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